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Tectum Inc. offers and stocks a full line of accessories for its Interior Wall & Ceiling Panels and
Structural Roof Deck product lines. These products can be top-loaded on material shipments from the
Tectum Inc. plant.
1. CODE LISTINGS
Code listings are often based on tests conducted on the product in conjunction with the standard
Tectum accessories. Product acceptance by authorities having jurisdiction is jeopardized by using
accessories that are not tested or may not meet Tectum specifications. Often times, maintaining a
sufficient volume of accessories to assure a supply becomes a problem. To meet the structural
requirement of most codes, it is important to use Tectum accessories.
2. TECTUM WARRANTY DEPENDS UPON APPROVED ACCESSORIES
The Tectum warranty may be forfeited if substitutes are used for Tectum accessories. It is important to
convey to the contractor the importance of using approved materials as accessories when specified as
the fastening or part of the structural support system.
3. SUBSTITUTE ACCESSORIES
If you contemplate or have used substitutes for Tectum accessories in the past, we suggest that you
provide tests by a recognized testing facility to certify that these accessories meet specification
requirements, if the structural integrity or fastening system is part of the warranty. Test results should
be submitted to Tectum Inc. and a certificate of acceptance will be issued to reinstate the warranty.
4. ACCESSORIES AVAILABILITY
Accessories are now available and priced by the piece, pound, or unit. The price list states the minimum
quantity you should order. Tectum Inc. will maintain a stock of accessories and will have them available
for use with Tectum products. Standard lead times will apply to most accessories.
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